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Abstract 
 
 
 This thesis is concerned with an investigation of the results of two important 
works that have dealt with the steady-state stability of the inverter-fed induction motor 
drive aiming at the development of user-friendly Matlab programs that will enable a 
comparative study of the conclusions drawn by the two works. Whereas the first which 
has been developed in reference [1] is centered on the stability boundaries in terms of 
inverter voltage and frequency, thus allowing a choice of machine parameters for stable 
operation, the second approach has directed attention to stability region in terms of input 
filter parameters. In addition, the first work has given modified equations where feedback 
to the inverter frequency is applied thus allowing the use of the standard 50 Hz machines. 
The derivation of these equations is presented in this report.             
  An attempt is then made as to the application of a step-by-step Simulink 
development suggested for the induction motor for which the ‘block ’ Simulink 
representation has not been verified.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  ﻤﻠﺨﺹ
  
 )ytilibatS etatS – ydaetS(ﺘﻬﺘﻡ ﻫﺫﻩ ﺍﻻﻁﺭﻭﺤﺔ ﺒﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﺍﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﺔ ﺤﺎﻟـﺔ ﺍﻻﺘـﺯﺍﻥ 
ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺘﻴﻥ ﻋﺭﻀﺘﺎ ﻓـﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺭﻙ ﺍﻟﺤﺜﻰ ﺍﻟﺫﻱ ﺘﺘﻡ ﺘﻐﺫﻴﺘﻪ ﻋﻥ ﻁﺭﻴﻕ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻜﺱ ﻭﺫﻟﻙ ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘﻕ ﻤﻥ ﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ 
 ﻴﺴﻬل ﻤﻌﻬﺎ ﻤﻘﺎﺭﻨﺔ ﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻻﻁﺭﻭﺤﺔ ﺒﺎﻟﻨﺘـﺎﺌﺞ )baltaM(ﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﺒﻠﻐﺔ ﺍﻟ  ـﺍﻟﺴﺎﺒﻕ ﺒﻬﺩﻑ ﺘﺼﻤﻴﻡ 
ﺭﻜﺯﺕ ﺃﺤﺩﻯ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺘﻴﻥ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺘﺤﺩﻴﺩ ﺍﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺭﻙ ﺍﻟﺤﺜﻰ ﻋﻨﺩ ﺍﺨﺘﻼﻑ ﺘﺭﺩﺩ ﻭﻓﻭﻟﻁﻴﻪ . ﺍﻟﺴﺎﺒﻘﺔ
ﺘﻐﻴﺭ ﻭﺴﺎﺌﻁ ﻤﺭﺸـﺢ ﻟﺃﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻨﻴﺔ ﻓﻘﺩ ﻭﺠﻬﺕ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ  .ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻜﺱ ﻟﻴﺘﻡ ﺇﺨﺘﻴﺎﺭ ﻭﺴﺎﺌﻁ ﺍﻵﻟﺔ ﻟﻺﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﻪ 
 ﺒﺎﻻﻀﺎﻓﺔ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺫﻟﻙ ﻓﻘﺩ ﺤﺎﻭل ﺍﻟﺒـﺎﺤﺜﻭﻥ ﻓـﻲ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴـﺔ . ﻟﻤﻌﺭﻓﺔ ﺘﺄﺜﻴﺭﻫﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻹﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻜﺱ
 .ﺘﺭﺩﺩ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻜﺱ ﻟﻘﻴﺎﺴﻰ ﺒﻁﺭﻴﻘﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻐﺫﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺨﻠﻔﻴﺔ ﻟ ﻟﻰ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺍﻟﻭﺼﻭل ﺇﻟﻰ ﺍﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﻪ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺭﻙ ﺍﻟﺤﺜﻰ ﺍ ﺍﻷﻭ
    .ﻭﻗﺩ ﺘﻡ ﺍﺜﺒﺎﺕ ﻜل ﺍﻟﻤﻌﺎﺩﻻﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﻁﻠﻭﺒﺔ ﻟﻬﺫﻩ ﺍﻻﻁﺭﻭﺤﺔ
 ﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴـﺔ )knilumiS(ﻟـﺔ ﺍﺴـﺘﺨﺩﺍﻡ ﺒـﺭﺍﻤﺞ ﺍﻟــ ﻭﺎﺤﻜﻤﺎ ﺃﻫﺘﻤﺕ ﺍﻻﻁﺭﻭﺤﺔ ﺍﻴﻀﺎﹰ ﺒﻤ 
  .ﺍﻟﺤﺜﻰﺍﻹﺴﺘﻘﺭﺍﺭﻴﺔ ﻭﺫﻟﻙ ﺒﺘﻁﺒﻴﻕ ﻤﻘﺘﺭﺡ ﻟﻤﺨﻁﻁ ﺼﻨﺩﻭﻕ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺭﻙ 
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Symbols  
V           RMS value of the phase voltage 
v1                     peak value of the phase voltage 
va,vb,vc                   instantaneous values of the stator three phase voltages   
 vA,vB,vC                instantaneous values of the rotor three phase voltages   
 ia,ib,ic                      instantaneous values of the stator three phase currents   
 iA,iB,iC                    instantaneous values of the rotor three phase currents   
 vd1,vq1              values of the stator voltages in the direct and quadrature reference frame    
 vd2,vq2              values of the rotor voltages in the direct and quadrature reference frame    
  id1,iq1                values of the stator currents in the direct and quadrature reference frame    
 id2,iq2                 values of the rotor currents in the direct and quadrature reference frame    
Ψa, Ψb, Ψc          instantaneous values of the flux linking the stator phases 
ΨA, ΨB, ΨC         instantaneous values of the flux linking the rotor phases   
 Ψd1, Ψq1,           values of the stator flux linkages in the direct and quadrature reference                          
    frame    
Ψd2, Ψq2,           values of the rotor flux linkages in the direct and quadrature reference                          
    frame    
Vdc                   DC link voltage 
Idc                    DC link current 
VR                   is the average rectifier output voltage 
   IR                     rectifier output current  
 I I                                  inverter input current   
 r1                                  stator resistance 
 r2                                 rotor resistance 
L1                                 stator total inductance 
L2                                  rotor total inductance 
M                             Mutual inductance 
x1                                   stator leakage inductance 
x2                                   rotor leakage reactance 
Xm                            magnetizing  reactance 
R LF, X LF, XCF        filter parameters. 
Θ2                           angle by which the axis of phase A rotor winding leads the                     
                  axis of phase  a  stator winding   
Θ1                           angle by which the direct axis leads the axis of phase  a  stator winding     
ω2                                           rotor angular velocity in electrical  rad/s 
ωm                                           rotor angular velocity in mecanical rad/s 
ω1                                           stator angular velocity in electrical rad/s 
ωb                                           rated stator angular velocity in electrical degree rad/s 
f                             operating frequency  
fb                            rated frequency  
p                            operator d/dt 
s                            slip 
P                            no of poles 
Nr                         rotor speed in rpm              
J                            moment of inertia  
H                          inertia constant of the induction machine 
TL                         load torque 
Te                                    electrical torque 
k, l                       feed back gain  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter One 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1 General 
 
 The three phase induction motor is the most widely used electrical machine in 
industry due to its ruggedness, reliability, low cost and high efficiency. However, it 
suffers from the disadvantages that its running speed is not easily varied and although the 
introduction of solid-state inverters has made this possible, its practical applications at 
low frequencies has presented problems of steady-state oscillations. These have induced a 
number of stability investigations two of which has gained considerable attention.                               
1.2 Variable Speed Drives 
   With the improvements in the capabilities of the silicon controlled rectifier, speed 
control of the ac machine has become practical by controlling the frequency of the 
applied voltages using static power converter which traditionally employs dc link as an 
interface between the fixed frequency power of the source and the variable frequency 
power of the load. This inverter–fed induction motor drive found great interest in 
researches and industrial applications during the last decades due to its benefit that it 
improves process control, saving energy, it can be started softly and its speed range is 
wider. In addition, due to rectifier current blocking it does not contribute to the fault level 
and electrical system load shedding may be achieved without disconnection from the 
system. However, it produces harmonics, which is of negative impact on the system. 
1.3 Control Of Variable Speed Drive  
   A simple way of controlling variable speed drive is to adjust the magnitude of 
the stator voltage proportionally to the reference frequency. This open loop method is 
referred to as constant volt per hertz control, is still used in low – cost frequency 
converters due to its important advantages that, speed sensor is no needed , the air gap 
flux remain almost constant specially when compensation of stator resistance voltage 
drop is used. In addition, scalar controlled frequency converter can feed several motors 
connected in parallel. However, the speed accuracy is poor, furthermore speed oscillation 
at light load may occur. 
1.4 Speed Oscillation Of Inverter-Fed Induction Motor   
 In earlier papers it has been shown that during low frequency operation inverter– 
fed induction motor can exhibit continuous oscillation in speed or it may become even 
unstable. Roger in reference [3] has shown that an induction motor is typically lightly 
damped at low frequencies when operating from balanced set of sinusoidal voltages. In 
reference [2] it is indicated that the drive may become unstable due to the interaction of 
the machine and filter of the power source. Fallside and Wortly in their studies using the 
linearized method concluded that, for a given machine and load parameters the stability is 
found dependant on inverter voltage and frequency, the control variable of the drive. In 
order to stabilize the drive they investigated two methods, and they found that  feedback 
to inverter frequency was more satisfactory.                                      
1.5 Aims Of The Research Project  
 The project aims at developing programs for the study of the steady state stability 
of inverter-fed induction motor drives using Matlab. Results are given for stability region 
in terms of voltage and frequency, the control variables of the drive. The effect of varying 
the slip and motor parameters are also presented. All of these are investigated by the 
linearization method given by Rogers and following Fallside and Wortley in their studies 
in which techniques such as Root locus, Routh  Hurwiz and  the eigen values are applied. 
Their attempt to stabilize the drive employing feed back to inverter frequency is verified 
theoretically. 
       In addition to the above the approach used in reference [2] in which the 
filter components of the dc-link are considered in presenting the stability study is 
discussed. The system equations after applying the small displacement theorem are recast 
in the form of simple feedback control system so that the roots of the characteristic 
equation is computed to find the region of instability.   
 The third part of the project is concerned with building a computer model in 
Simulink for the induction motor aiming at the verification of the results obtained in the 
two references. This uses a step-by-step simulation approach suggested for the induction 
motor for which no comprehensive block model has been reached.    
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter Two 
 Linearization of Induction Machine Equations 
                                                                                                
2.1 Modeling of Induction Motor In Stability Studies   
For the stability analysis of inverter-fed induction motor, it is necessary to have 
knowledge of its dynamic performance. The complete generalized equations of the 
induction motor are non linear and hence extremely difficult to solve. Kron developed 
transformation in d-q reference frame similar to that of Park’s applied to synchronous 
machine, in which the current has magnitude in the direct and quadrature reference frame 
of the steady-state phase current, but do not vary sinusoidally with time.  
2.2 Development of induction motor equations [5]  
               The general procedure used in developing a mathematical representation of the 
induction machine appropriate for use in stability studies is to write the basic machine 
equations in term of phase (a, b, c) variables, then they are transformed into the d-q 
reference frame and finally,  the appropriate simplifications necessary to perform stability 
study are made e.g. the effect of slots and core losses in machine performance is ignored.  
 It is worth noting the following aspects in developing the model of induction 
machine : 
• The rotor has symmetrical structure. This makes the d and q axis equivalent 
circuits identical  
• The rotor speed is not fixed but varies with load 
• There is no excitation source applied to the rotor windings. Consequently, the 
dynamics of the rotor circuits are determined by slip, rather than by the excitation 
control as in synchronous machine. 
• The current produced in the shorted rotor windings produce a field with the same 
no of poles as that produced by the stator winding. The rotor circuit may therefore 
be modeled by an equivalent three phase winding.  
For convenience of the analysis we consider only one pair of poles and measure 
all angles in electrical radians or degree. 
      Let’s now define Θ2 as the angle by which the axis of phase A rotor winding leads 
the axis of phase  a  stator winding in the direction of rotation. With constant rotor 
angular velocity w2 in electrical radians /s  
                                     Θ2=ω2t  ……... ( 2.1 ) 
Neglecting saturation, hysteresis and eddy current and assuming pure sinusoidal 
distribution of flux waves, the machine equations may be written as follows  
Stator equations 
va=pΨa+r1ia     ……... ( 2.2 )  
vb=pΨb+r1ib    ……... ( 2.3 )      
vc=pΨc+r1ic    ……... ( 2.4 ) 
Rotor equations 
vA=pΨA+r2iA     ……... ( 2.5 ) 
vB=pΨB+r2iB   ……... ( 2.6 ) 
vC=pΨC+r2iC   ……... ( 2.7 ) 
The flux linking in the stator phases at any instant are given by 
 
Ψa=L1ia+LaA(iAcos (Θ2 )+iBcos (Θ2+120 )+iCcos (Θ2 -120)) ……... ( 2.8 ) 
Ψb=L1ib+LaA(iAcos (Θ2-120 )+iBcos (Θ2 )+iCcos (Θ2+120)) ……... ( 2.9 ) 
Ψc=L1ic+LaA(iAcos (Θ2+120 )+iBcos (Θ2-120 )+iCcos (Θ2)) ……... ( 2.10 ) 
 
The flux linking in the rotor phases at any instant are given by 
ΨA=L2iA+ LaA (ia cos (Θ2 )+ib cos (Θ2-120 )+ic cos (Θ2 +120)) ……... ( 2.11 ) 
ΨB=L2iB+ LaA (iacos (Θ2+120 )+ib cos (Θ2 )+ic cos (Θ2 -120)) ……... ( 2.12 ) 
ΨC=L2iC+ LaA (ia cos (Θ2-120 )+Ib cos (Θ2+120 )+ic cos (Θ2 )) ……... ( 2.13 ) 
 The above equations can be simplified by appropriate transformation of phase 
variables into components along rotating axes. The preferred reference frame is one 
with axes rotating at synchronous speed. The q-axis is assumed 90° ahead of the d-
axis in the direction of rotation. If the d-axis is so chosen that it coincides with phase 
a at time t = 0 its displacement from phase a at any time t is Θ1. 
                             Θ1 = ω t ……... ( 2.14 ) 
The transformation of the stator phase currents into d and q variables is as 
follows: 
id1 = kd {ia cos (Θ1 ) +ib cos(Θ1 - 120) +ic cos (Θ1 +120)} ……... ( 2.15 )   
iq1 = -kd {ia sin (Θ1 ) +ib sin(Θ1 - 120) +ic sin (Θ1 +120)} ……... ( 2.16 )   
 
Similar transformations apply to stator flux linkages and to stator voltages. 
 
In order to identify the corresponding transformation for rotor quantities in 
relation to the synchronously rotating d and q axes, let Θr be the angle the d-axis leads 
phase A-axis of the rotor, therefore    
                           Θr  = Θ1 - Θ2 ……... ( 2.17 )   
The transformation of the rotor phase currents into d and q variables is as follows: 
id2 = kd {iA cos (Θr ) +iB cos(Θr - 120) +iC cos (Θr +120)} ……... ( 2.18 )   
iq2 = -kd {iA sin (Θr ) +iB sin(Θr - 120) +iC sin (Θr +120)}  ……... ( 2.19 )   
Similar transformations apply to rotor flux linkages and to stator voltages [ 5 ]. 
Doing the necessary transformation we can obtain all of the induction motor 
equation in d,q reference frame as in appendix A. These equations can be presented in 
the matrix form as shown below  
 
vd1  r1+L1d/dt -L1dθ1/dt Md/dt -Mdθ1/dt id1 
          
vq1  L1dθ1/dt r1+L1d/dt Mdθ1/dt Md/dt iq1 
          
0 = Md/dt 
M(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) r2+L2d/dt L2(dθ2/dt-dθ1/dt) id2 
          
0  
M(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) Md/dt 
L2(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) r2+L2d/dt iq2 
          
    
                                                                                                                      ……... ( 2.20 ) 
where M=3/2 LaA 
 
In addition to the above equations the equation of motion in the d-q form  
completely represent the behavior of the induction motor. However, they are still non 
linear and normal techniques for stability analysis such as root locus, Niquest, Routh 
Herwiz ..etc are not possible to use. With linearization method a linear state equation can 
be developed and information about stead-state may be obtained 
        
2.3 Linearization of Induction Motor Equations [1,3]  
Since the nonlinear equations are usually difficult to analyze and design, it would 
be desirable to perform linearization whenever the situation is justified. A process that 
depends on expanding the non linear state equation in Taylor series about any operating 
point, in which all terms higher than the first order are neglected is valid for limited range 
of operation. This method is hence applied to the induction motor equations around its 
operating point defined by the supply voltage, the supply frequency and the slip s. 
The complete dynamic equation for the induction machine in a matrix form is 
shown below 
vd1  r1+L1d/dt -L1dθ1/dt Md/dt -Mdθ1/dt 0 id1 
           
vq1  L1dθ1/dt r1+L1d/dt Mdθ1/dt Md/dt 0 iq1 
           
0 = Md/dt 
M(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) r2+L2d/dt 
L2(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) 0 id2 
           
0  
M(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) Md/dt 
L2(dθ2/dt-
dθ1/dt) R2+L2d/dt 0 iq2 
           
-TL  (P/2)Miq2 -(P/2)Mid2 0 0 (2/P)Jd/dt dθ2/dt 
        
                                                                                                                       ……... ( 2.21 ) 
Applying Taylor series to equation 2.21 with all higher orders neglected and  
equating dθ1/dt to ω and (dθ2/dt-dθ1/dt) to –sω  we obtain 
∆vd1  r1+L1d/dt -ωL1 Md/dt -ωM 0 ∆id1 
           
∆vq1  ωL1 r1+L1d/dt ωM Md/dt 0 ∆iq1 
           
0 = Md/dt -Msω r2+L2d/dt sωL2 Miq1+L2iq2 ∆id2 
           
0  sωM Md/dt -sωL2 R2+L2d/dt -Mid1-L2id2 ∆iq2 
           
∆TL  (P/2)Miq2 -(P/2)Mid2 -(P/2)Miq1 (P/2)Mid1 (2/P)Jd/dt ∆dθ2/dt 
        
                                                                                                   ……... ( 2.22 ) 
 
For stability studies, it is more convenient to rearrange equation 2.22 so as to group the 
derivatives of the changes in currents and speed as a separate column matrix. In matrix 
notation these equations may be written as  
 
d(∆ i)/dt   = A∆i +C ∆E           ……... ( 2.23 ) 
where  
     d(∆ i)/dt     = 
d(∆id1)/dt 
  
d(∆iq1)/dt 
  
d(∆id2)/dt 
  
d(∆iq2)/dt 
  
d(∆dθ2/dt)dt 
 
A= 
-a1 a2 a3 a4 a9 
   
-a2 -a1 -a4 a3 -a10 
   
a5 -a6 -a7 -a8 -a11 
   
a6 a5 a8 -a7 a12 
   
-a13 a14 a15 -a16 0 
 
a1=r1L2/K 
a2=ω(L1L2-sM2)/K 
a3=r2M/K 
a4=ωML2(1-s)/K 
a5=r1M/K 
a6=ωML1(1-s)/K 
a7=r2L1/K 
a8= ω(M2-sL1L2)/K 
a9=(iq2+Miq1/L2)L2M/K 
a10=(id2+Mid1/L2)L2M/K 
a11=(iq2+Miq1/L2)L1L2/K 
a12=(id2+Mid1/L2)L1L2/K 
a13=(MP2/4J)iq2 
a14= (MP2/4J)id2 
a15=(MP2/4J)iq1 
a16= (MP2/4J)id1 
where K = L1L2 – M2 
C =  
            
0 
 
L2/K 
 
0 
 
-M/K 
 
0 
 
∆E = ∆vq1 
In the above the equations C and  ∆E are simplified since the reference  is chosen such that 
∆vd1 = 0  
For a given machine the operating point is defined by the supply voltage, the supply 
angular frequency and the slip s. These in turn define the steady state current equation which 
can be obtained from equation 2.20 by the substituting      
d/dt = 0 
(dθ1/dt-dθ2/dt) = sω 
(dθ1/dt) =ω 
  The impedance matrix is now  
Z =          
r1 -ωL1 0 -ωM 
     
ωL1 r1 ωM 0 
     
0 -sωM r2 -sωL2 
     
sωM 0 sωL2 r2 
     
 
from which the currents equations are obtained as follows  
I = (vq1/B)Z1       ……... ( 2.24 ) 
where  
I =  
id1 
  
iq1 
  
id2 
  
iq2 
  
 
 
 
Z1 = 
 ωL1(r22+(sωL2)2)-s2(ωM)2(ωL2) 
  
  r1(r22+(sωL2)2)+(ωM)2sr2 
  
    sωM(r1r2-sω2(L1L2-M2)) 
  
  -sωM(sωL2r1+ωL1r2) 
  
 
and B is the determinant of the impedance matrix Z          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter Three 
Stability Analyses Of Inverter-Fed Induction Motor Drive 
 The stability of equation 2.23 can be determined from the eigen values λ of   of the 5 x 5 
matrix A i.e. from the roots of the characteristic equation 
                          det abs(A-λI) = 0  ……... ( 3.1 ) 
3.1 Root Locus Technique 
 It can be seen from equation 2.23 that in matrix A the last column an row are dependant 
on vq1, so that the characteristic equation is determined and may be written as  
(A-λI)     
-a1  - λ a2 a3 a4 a9 vq1 
   
-a2 -a1 - λ -a4 a3 -a10 vq1 
   
a5 -a6 -a7 - λ -a8 -a11 vq1 
   
 a6 a5 a8 -a7 - λ a12 vq1 
   
-a13 vq1 a14 vq1 a15 vq1 -a16 vq1   - λ 
     
where the coefficients aj  are  independent of  vq1 so that the characteristic equation can be 
written in the form  
   λ 5+ p1λ4  +(p2+p3 vq12) λ 3 + (p4+p5 vq12) λ 2+(p6+p7 vq12) λ + p8 vq1 2 = 0 ……... ( 3.2 ) 
where the coefficient pj are independent of vq, and are as given in appendix B.   
On applying the root locus technique, the operating point is first calculated from the supply 
frequency, slip, machine parameters and by means of equation 2.24 the matrix A is evaluated 
taking vq1 as the variable parameter.    
 
3.2 Routh _ Hurwitz Criterion 
   On applying Routh _ Hurwitz criterion to equation 3.2, it is found to be stable when all   
coefficients  are positive and vq1 is real and nonzero, all of which applies in practice, and 
when the determinants are positive. The fourth determinant T4 is obtained from [6].  
p1 p4+p 5 vq12 P8 vq12 0 
     
1  p2+p 3 vq12 p6+p7 vq12 0 
     
0 p1 p4+p 5 vq12 P8 vq12 
     
0 1  p2+p 3 vq12 p6+p7 vq12 
 
This gives 
{p1 (p2+p3 vq12)- (p4+p5 vq12)}{ (p4+p5 vq12) (p6+p7 vq12)- p8vq12 (p2+p3 vq12) }- {p1(p6+p7 
vq12)- p8vq12 }2   ……... ( 3.3 ) 
Solving T4 = 0 we can obtain stability boundaries. 
3.3 Stabilization of variable -frequency induction motor drive  
 Two basic methods are available for the stabilization of variable-frequency drives, 
namely the variation of machine and load parameters and the use of feedback. 
In the first method the effect of machine parameters on steady – state stability to be 
predicted and allow the design of machines which are stable over their working range. This 
implies the introduction of special deigns which, may result in a machine with poor steady -
state behavior 
3.3.1 Feedback to inverter frequency  
An alternative way of stabilization is the feedback to inverter frequency. Out of several 
variables which can be fedback the derivative of the d .c current is selected. Although at first 
sight this appears to be a form of feed forward, it can be viewed differently. From steady 
state–state view point, the torque developed by constant flux variable–frequency drive is 
proportional to sf .as a result, the power input to the motor is proportional to sf2 and , on 
neglecting losses in the inverter, the power input to the motor is also given by Vdc Idc, hence 
for the constant flux operation torque is proportional to Idc. Thus the use of derivative of dc – 
link is a form of derivative of torque feed back. The actual form of feed back employed is  
                f = f* – l d(Idc )/dt ……. (3.4)                
where f* is the desired steady–state frequency and l is constant, this is illustrated by block 
diagram as shown in figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 
Block diagram description showing the feed back to the inverter frequency  
The power of the machine is given by      
            Vdc Idc = vq1 iq1   ……. (3.5)                           
                since vd1 is selected equals to zero 
              vq1= (3√ 2 / Л)   Vdc ……. (3.6) 
Hence                    Idc = (√ 6 / Л) iq1   ……. (3.7) 
equation 3.4 can now be written in state variable form as  
             
 
 
Rectifier 
 
 
         d/dt l 
 
 
Inverter 
 
Ind. 
Motor 
     dθ1/dt = ω – k d(iq1)/dt  ……. (3.8) 
Inserting equation 3.8 into equation 2.21 to obtain a new linearized perturbation equation   
 d(∆ i)/dt   = D ∆i +F ∆E ……. (3.9) 
where D =  
b1 b 6 b11 b16 b21 
    
b2 b 7 b12 b17 b22 
   
b3 b 8 b13 b18 b23 
   
b4 b 9 b14 b19 b24 
   
b5 b10 b15 b20 b25 
 
 
The coefficient of equation matrix D is given in appendix C.  
Since no new state variables has been  introduced, equation 3.9 is of the same 
form as equation 2.23, but with modified coefficients , in addition, the steady state equation 
remains as before. So the same methods can be used for stability investigation.               
3.4 Results of stablity investigations obtained by Fallside and Wortley [1] 
 In their studdy, the steady–state stability of induction motors fed from variable 
frequency inverter is investigated by linearised analysis which is an extension of that 
given by Roggers [3] and experimentally from light load tests on 30hp and 50 hp 
machines fed from dc–link inverters over frequency rang of 0–40 Hz. They followed the 
techniques descibed in section 3.1and 3.2, in which the eigen value loci has neen 
computed using Cambridge University Mathematical laboratory eigenvalue program. In 
addition, their attention is centred on stablity boundries in terms of the dc–link voltage 
and inverter frequency the control variable of the drive. In order to stablize the drive, they 
used methods explained in section 3.3 employing feedback to the dc–link voltage as well 
as inverter frequency. The results they obtianed are shown below 
  
 
Figure 3.2 
Loci of eigen values for 30 hp machine at 10 Hz with inverter resistant neglected 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 
Loci of eigen values for 30 hp machine at 50 Hz with inverter frequency neglected 
 
Figure 3.4 
Dominant loci of eigen values for 30 hp machine at 10 Hz with inverter resistance 
considered 
 
Figure 3.5 
Behviour of Hurwitz determinant 
 
Figure 3.6 
Theoratical and experimental stability boundries for 30 hp machine 
 
 
Figure 3.7 
Variation of stability boundies with slip for 30 hp machine at 10 Hz 
 
  
 
Figure 3.8 
Dominant loci of eigen values for 30 hp machine at 10 Hz with feed back 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.5 Another Approach For Stability Study  
Equation 2.20 which describe the symmetrical induction machine may be expressed as 
shown  
   
Vq1  r1+(p/ωb) X1 fR X1 (p/ωb) Xm  fR Xm  iq1 
          
vd1  -fR X1 r1+(p/ωb) X1 -fR Xm (p/ωb) Xm  id1 
          
0 = (p/ωb) Xm  fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 fR s Xm Iq2 
          
0  -fR s Xm (p/ωb) Xm   -fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 id2 
          
                                                                                                              ……. (3.10) 
where p is the operator d/dt and ωb is the base electrical angular velocity selected 
convenient to the rating of the machine  
fR = ω/ωb, X1 = ωb  L1, X2 = ωb L2, Xm= ωb M 
The electromagnetic torque expression in per unit for 2 pole machine is   
             Te = M(iq1 id2 – id1 iq2 ) ……. (3.11)  
Since system stability is to be established by small excursion about steady - state operating 
point, it is sufficient to consider only the fundamental component of the applied voltage 
hence,  
vq1 =  2 V I / Л ……. (3.12)    
where V I is the per unit capacitor voltage  
The voltage equation of the filter during continuous operation may be written  
    VR = V I +  ( (p/ωb) X LF  + R LF ) I R……. (3.13)  
      V I   =  (ωb/p) XCF (I R - I I ) ……. (3.14) 
 where VR is the average rectifier output voltage, I R rectifier output current , I I inverter 
input current R LF, X LF, XCF are the filter parameters. 
In terms of the line to neutral source voltage Vs and delay angle α 
      VR = (3 √ 3 / Л )  Vs cos α – (3 / Л ) Xco I R……. (3.15) 
where Xco is source impedance  
 Since at time zero the position of the synchronously rotating reference frame is selected 
so that vd1 is always zero, the following instantaneous power balance equation is established  
VI I I = 3/2 vq1 iq1……. (3.16) 
3.5.1 Application Of Small Displacement Theory 
 If all variables are allowed to change by small amount about initial operating point and if 
the terms, which describe the steady–state modes are eliminated equation 3.10 becomes  
∆Vq1  r1+(p/ωb) X1 fR X1 (p/ωb) Xm  fR Xm  ∆iq1 
          
0  -fR X1 r1+(p/ωb) X1 -fR Xm (p/ωb) Xm  ∆id1 
          
(Xmid1+X2id2)∆ωr/wb = (p/ωb) Xm  fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 fR s Xm ∆iq2 
          
-(Xmiq1+X2iq2)∆ωr/ωb  -fR s Xm (p/ωb) Xm  -fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 ∆id2 
          
                                                                                                                       ……. (3.17) 
∆vq1 =  2 ∆V I / Л    
Also  
                             ∆Te = M (iq1o ∆id2 + id2o ∆iq1  – id1o ∆iq2 - iq2∆id1o  ) ………. ..(3.18) 
                                 ∆VR = ∆V I +  ( (p/ωb) X LF  + R LF ) ∆IR   ………..……..(3.19) 
                                  ∆V I   =  (wb/p) XCF (∆I R - ∆I I ) ………………………. (3.20) 
                                  ∆VR = – (3 / Л) Xco ∆I R   …………………………….....(3.21) 
If  ∆VR and  ∆I R are eliminated from 3.19– 3.21 one obtain   
               ∆V I   =  - XCF {     (p/ωb) X LF  +( R LF  +(3 / Л ) Xco )                 } ∆I I….. (3.22) 
                                         (p/ωb)2 X LF  +(p/ωb) ( R LF  +(3 / Л ) Xco  )+ X CF              
  
The changes in the average value related to the quadrature axis by 
 ∆V I   =  (Л/2) ∆v q1 …………………………………………………………………... (3.23) 
 ∆I I    = (3 / Л ) ∆i q1…………………………………………………………………… (3.24) 
Equation 2.45 can be written as  
∆v q1 = -(6/ Л 2)  XCF {  (p/ωb) X LF  +( R LF  +(3 / Л ) Xco )                      }∆i q1……. (3.25) 
                                     (p/ωb)2 X LF  +(p/ωb) ( R LF  +(3 / Л ) Xco  )+ X CF        
 
or simply  
      ∆v q1 = - ZF (p) ∆i q1    ……. (3.26) 
Substituting 3.27 into 3.17 to obtain   
0  
r1+(p/ωb) X1+ ZF 
(p) fR X1 (p/ωb) Xm  fR Xm  ∆iq1 
          
0  -fR X1 r1+(p/ωb) X1 -fR Xm (p/ωb) Xm  ∆id1 
          
(Xmid1+X2id2)∆ωr/ωb = (p/ωb) Xm  fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 fR s Xm ∆iq2 
          
-(Xmiq1+X2iq2)∆ωr/ωb  -fR s Xm (p/ωb) Xm  -fR s Xm r2+(p/ωb) X2 ∆id2 
          
                                                                                                                               ……. (3.27) 
In equation 3.27  the four machine currents can be expressed in terms of ∆ωr, ωb by 
inverting the 4 x 4 matrix. If the results are substituted into 2.41 we can obtain expression which has 
the form  
                             ∆Te =  G( p )  ( ∆ωr/ωb )  ……. (3.28) 
By considering the dynamics of the mechanical system, we can obtain the 
following equation  
           ∆TL = ∆Te - 2 H p  ( ∆ωr/ωb )  ……. (3.29) 
where H is the inertia constant of the induction machine TL is the load torque  
It is noted that the technique of small displacements has permitted the problem of 
determining system stability to be recast in the form of simple feed back control system. 
Hence, we can use any of the approaches commonly used in the feed back system to find 
solution to the stability problem [2].      
 3.6 Results of stablity investigations obtained by Lipo And Krause [2] 
 In their study they followed the method dercribed in section 3.5 and they 
performed the stability analysis by employing Nyquest stability criterion. The results they 
obtianed For stability region is shown below 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 
Reigonof instability of arectifier–inverter induction motor drive system 
 
The dashed line in the above figure indicates the maximum steady state torque at various 
operating frequencies. The continuous contour forms the boundary between stable and 
unstable regions of operation. Points a and b indicate stable operating points while point c is 
inside the unstable region.     
 
 Chapter Four 
Description Of Matlab Programs 
4.1 Introduction  
 
 
 This chapter presents sets of Matlab programs developed to investigate the 
steady–state stability for the inverter fed induction motor drive following the methods 
explained in the preceding chapter. The results obtained from these programs give direct  
plot to the root-locus, the behaviour of Routh determinant, plot to the instability 
boundaries in terms of different variables and the effect of the machine parameters on the  
stability of the drive.          
 
4.2   Root locus And Routh – Hurwiz Program ( RLRH ) 
 This program is designed in such a way that we can either select root locus plot or 
Routh–Hurwiz method. Prior to do this selection, the characteristic equation parameters are 
calculated   from the input data such as, machine rated supply frequency, operating supply 
frequency, slip, machine parameters and by means of equation 2.24 and the matrix A 
evaluated taking vq1 as variable parameter. The program flow chart is shown below  
    
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Input fb,f,r1,r2,x1,x2,xm,P,s,Jo 
Calculate ωb,ω,L1,L2,M,J 
Calculate elements of Z1 of 
equation 2.24 
 
Calculate B (determinant of 
the impedance matrix 
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 
Calculate parameters of 
matrix A of equation 2.23 
 
Calculate the characteristic 
equation parameters p1, p2, 
p3,….etc  
Root locus 
selected 
Plot r locus Routh Hurwiz 
plot 
 
     Figure 4.1 
Result obtained from Matlab for the above described program for 30 hp machine 
 
4.3  Stablization By Feefback to Inverter Frequency ( fb) 
 In this program the root locus is ploted by finding the eigen values of matrix D of 
equation 2.32, taking the supply voltage as a variable parmeter, while keeping the 
frequency  and the slip constant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input 
fb,V,f,k,r1,r2,x1,x2,xm,P,s,Jo,
m 
Calculate ωb,ω,L1,L2,M,J 
Calculate elements of Z1 of 
equation 2.24 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
Calculate B the determinant 
of the impedance matrix 
Vm=( √2 V /50)f m 
v : =  0 : Vm 
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 
 
Calculate element of matrix D 
of equation 3.9 
 
Calculate eigen values of 
matrix D  
 
Arrange the eigen values of 
positive imaginary part in one 
array   
Arrange the real and  
imaginary parts of the 
dominant roots  in two different 
arrays 
  Plot the root locus  
 
     Figure 4.2  
Output of ( fb ) feed back program for 30 hp machine  
 
4.4   Direct Plot To Instability Boundaries     
 
  In this section sets of Matlab programs designed to make direct plot of the 
instability boundaries are explained.  
 
3.4.1Constant Frequency Voltage-Slip Stability Boundary Program ( VOSL) 
Here the voltage and slip are taken step by step, and the stablity is checked  
by finding the eigen values of matrix D of equation 3.9. Copmlete decription of 
the progam is illustarted by the fowllowing flow chart.   
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input 
fb,V,f,k,r1,r2,x1,x2,xm,P,s,Jo,
m 
Calculate ωb,ω,L1,L2,M,J 
Calculate element of Z1 of 
equation 2.24 
Calculate B the determinant 
of the impedance matrix Z 
Vm=( √2 V /50) f m 
v : =  0 : Vm 
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 
 
Set initial values and arrays  
n ,xx1,…..  
s = 0 :  .001: .08 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
                            V1 loop 
 
 
 
         To S loop 
 
 
 
 
Calculate element of matrix D 
of equation 3.9 
 
Calculate eigen values of 
matrix D  
 
Investigate for the positive 
real part of eigen values 
and group the voltages in an 
xx1array 
Group the maximum and 
minimum unstable voltages for 
each slip, each in separate 
array   
  Arrange an plot v verses s 
For the Unstable region   
 
 
     Figure 4.3  
Output of (VOSL) program for 30 hp machine 
 
 
4.4.2 Flow chart showing v / f stability boundary program at constant slip ( vf ) 
   
 This program is desigened simmilar to the one described in the previous 
section, with the addition of constnt v/f line.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input 
fb,V,f,k,r1,r2,x1,x2,xm,P,s,Jo,
m 
Calculate ωb,ω,L1,L2,M,J 
Calculate element of Z1 of 
equation 2.24 
Calculate B the determinant 
of the impedance matrix Z 
Vm=( √2 Vo /50) f m 
v : =  0 : Vm 
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 
 
Set initial values and arrays  
n ,xx1,…..  
f = 0 :  .5:  50 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
                            V1 loop 
 
 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    To f loop 
 
 
 
 
Compute element of matrix D 
of equation 3.9 
 
Calculate eigen values of 
matrix D  
 
Investigate for the positive 
real part of eigen values 
and group the voltages in an 
xx1array 
Group the maximum unstable 
voltages for each frequency   
In one array 
  Arrange to plot v/f = 
constant 
  Group the minimum unstable 
voltages for each frequency   
In one array 
  Arrange to plot V verses f 
For the Unstable region   
 
     Figure 4.4  
Output of vs program for 30 hp machine  
 
4.5 Description of Matlab Program For The Method Described In Section 3.5(gb) 
 In this section  flow chart describing matlab program for the mehod described 
insection 3.5 is presented. The out put of this program is a direct plot to the instability 
region in Te verses fR.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Input wb, H, r1,x1,r2,x2,xm, 
X LF,XCF,R LF, and Xco 
Set  ‘’s’’ symbolic letter 
Compute ZF of equation 
3.26 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Yes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set initial values and arrays 
n=0,nn1=0,xx1,……  
kk = 1: 10  
n = n + 1 
Tm = 0  
fR = .05 : .01 : 1  
i = 0  
so : 0 : .001 : 1 
m = Tm                   
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 And 
Tm 
(Tm-.1n)<= 
.01
Tm = m  
Break 
Compute the 4 by 4 matrix 
of equation 3.27  
Invert the 4 by 4 matrix and 
make arrangement to get 
matrix G of equation 3.28  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.6 Matlab Program Showing The Effect Of The Stator Resistance Or The Rotor 
Leakage Reactance On The Damping Ratio (dam)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Make suitable arrangement 
to get equation 3.29  
 Solve equation 3.29 to get 
the root for the 
characteristic equation  
Investigate for the positive 
real part of roots and group 
the value of fR  in an xx1array 
 
Group the maximum unstable 
values of fR for each value of 
Tm in one array 
Group the minimum unstable 
values of fR for each value of Tm 
in one array and also group 
each value of Tm in separate 
array 
  Arrange to plot Tm verses 
fR for the Unstable region   
 
 Input 
fb,f,r1,r2,x1,x2,xm,P,s,Jo ,k, 
sel (1or 2) 
 Calculate ωb,ω,L1,L2,M,J 
 
 Set initial value i=0 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 m= .1:.01:2 
 
i=i+1 
if sel= =1   
    r1=m; 
elseif sel= =2 
    x2=m;
  
Calculate id1, iq1, id2, iq2 
 
 Compute element of matrix D 
of equation 3.9 
 
 Compute the transfer 
function and find the 
damping ration 
 Arrange the minimum 
damping ratio and the 
corresponding value of r1or 
x2 in two different arrays  
  
  Arrange to plot damping 
ratio verses r1 or x2    
 
Chapter Five 
Matlab Results Of Stability Study 
 
This chapter presents results obtained from Matlab programs decribed in the 
preceeding chapter showing direct plot to the root-locus, a plot of Routh determinant 
verses the peak voltage and its intersection to the horizontal axis, plot to the instability 
boundaries in terms of different variables and the effect of the machine parameters on the  
stability of the drive. All of these investigating the stability of the 30 hp machine whoses 
parameters are given in appndix D. 
In addtion to the above, we attempt to verify the results obtained in reference [2] a 
for the stability of the 7.5 machine whose prameters are also given in appendix D.         
5.1 Results Obtained From RLRH Program  
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.126 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3    
• output result, when root locus selected  
 
figure 5.1 
Output of RLRH program, when neglecting the inverter output resistance 
 
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.626 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3    
• output result, when root locus selected 
 
 
    figure 5.2 
Output of RLRH program, showing the Dominant loci of eigen values, when consedering  
the inverter output resistance 
 
• input data when Routh – Hurwiz selected 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.626 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3    
• output result 
 
 
figure 5.3 
Output of RLRH program, showing the plot of T4 verses voltage, when consedering  the 
inverter output resistance 
 
Intersection of T4 with the horizantal axis  
109.956237305372                     
 -109.956237305373                     
  39.349509074211                     
 -39.349509074211    
 
 
 5.2. Results Obtained From (vf ) 
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                      r1=.626 
 the no of pole pairs =3                                  r2=.118 
s=.01                                                               x1=.4  
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         x2=.424 
Xm=18.3    
• output result 
                 
 
    figure 5.4 
Output of v/f program, showing the region of instability, when consedering  the inverter 
output resistance 
5.3 Results obtained from VOSL 
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                      r1=.626 
 the no of pole pairs =3                                  r2=.118 
f = 10                                                              x1=.4  
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         x2=.424 
Xm=18.3    
• output result 
 
 
    figure 5.5 
Output of VOSL program, showing the region of instability, when consedering  the 
inverter output resistance 
5.4 Results Obtained From (dam) Program  
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.126 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3    
• output result, when stator resistance is  selected 
 
     figure 5.6 
Output of (dam) program, showing the dependance of damping ratio on the stator 
resistance 
 
• input data, when rotor leakage reactance is  selected 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.126 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3    
 
• output result, when rotor leakage reactance is  selected 
 
 
    figure 5.7 
Output of (dam) program, showing the dependance of damping ratio on the rotor leakage 
reactance 
5.5 Results Obtained From ( fb )Program   
• input data: 
rated frequency = 50                                        r1=.626 
selected frequency = 10                                   r2=.118 
the no of pole pairs =3                                    x1=.4  
s=.01                                                               x2=.424 
moment of inertia in lbft =65                         Xm=18.3 
k=.01     
• output result  
 
 
 
     figure 5.8 
Output of (fb) program, showing domenant loci when feedback gian k=.01for the  30 hp 
machine at 10 Hz supply frequency  
5.6 Results Obtained From ( gb )Program  
• input data 
wb=377; 
H=.2; 
r1=.025; 
x1=2.075; 
xlf=.5; 
xcf=.0141; 
Rlf=.025; 
xc=.016; 
r2=.02; 
x2=2.075; 
xm=2; 
• output  
 
     figure 5.9 
Output of (gb) program   
 
5.7 Summary Of The Results 
 The output of RLRH program as in figure 5.1 to 5.3 shows that the machine is 
stable at 10 Hz supply frequency whenever the output resistance of inverter is neglected, 
and on considering the resistance the drive has become unstable in the range of  39.3 -
109.95 peak value of the supply voltage. Figure 5.4 and 5.5 present the instability region 
and how the machine stability boundaries are affected by the control variables of the 
drive and the load condition. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 shows the dependence of the damping 
ratio on the stator resistance or the rotor leakage reactance at 10 Hz supply frequency 
when using constant v/f control strategy respectively.  
 From the output result of ( fb ) program in figure 5.8 it can be concluded that with 
feed back of the derivative of the d .c current to the inverter frequency our drive can be 
stabilized. All of these theoretical results have reached to good agreements with the result 
obtained by Fallside and Worttly in their studies. 
 The results obtained from (gp) program as in figure 5.9 does not agree with 
reference [2] results.       
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter Six 
 
Simulink Implementation In Stability Studies 
 
This chapter presents an attempt to use simulink in induction motor stability 
studies. A modular simulink implementation is described in step by step approach. With 
this modular system, each block solves one of the models equation and each parameter is 
accessible.   
6.1 Induction Motor Model  
 According to kaurse model [4], the modeling equation in this in flux linkage form 
are as follows :     
            dFq1 /dt = ωb [ vq1- (ω/ωb) F d1 + (r1 / x1) ( Fmq - Fq1) ]       ……. (6.1) 
            dFd1 /dt = ωb [ vd1+ (ωe/ωb) F q1 + (r1 / x1) ( Fmd - Fd1) ]      ……. (6.2) 
            dFq2 /dt = ωb [ vq2- (ω – ω2 /wb) F d2 + (r2 / x2) ( Fmq - Fq2) ] ……. (6.3) 
            dFd2 /dt = ωb [ vd2+ (ω - ω2 /ωb) F q2 + (r2 / x2) ( Fmd - Fd2) ] ……. (6.4) 
            where     
                       Fij = ωb Ψij (i = q or d and j = 1 or 2 ) 
             Fmq   =  xml( (Fq1 / x1) + (Fq2 / x2)) ………………………..……. (6.5) 
             Fmd   =  xml( (Fd1 / x1) + (Fd2 / x2))……………………….. ……. (6.6) 
             iq1    = (1/ x1)( Fq1 - Fmq ) …………………………………....….(6.7) 
             id1    = (1/ x1)( Fd1 - Fmd )……………………………….......….. (6.8) 
             iq2    = (1/ x2)( Fq2 - Fmq )………………………………....…… (6.9) 
             id2    = (1/ x2)( Fd2 - Fmd )………………………………. …… (6.10) 
             xml    = 1/[(1/ x1) + (1/ x2) +(1/xm )]………………….....……. (6.11)  
Te   =   (3/2) (P/2) (1/ωb) (Fd1 iq1 - Fq1 id1 )……………..……. (6.12) 
            Te - TL =  J (2/P) dω2/dt                                                    ……. (6.13) 
 An induction machine model can be represented with five differential equations 
as seen above. To solve these equations they have to be rearranged in state space form, 
this can be achieved by inserting equation 6.5 an 6.6 in (6.1–6.4) and collecting the 
similar terms together so each state derivative is function only in other state variables and 
model inputs. This is shown in the following equation with vq2 and vd2 set to zero as in the 
squirrel cage machine.   
 dFq1 /dt = ωb [ vq1- (ω/ωb )F d1 + (r1 / xl1) {( xml / xl2 ) Fq2 + (xml / xl1 -1)Fq1} ] …. (6.14)         
dFd1 /dt = ωb [ vd1+ (ω/ωb )F q1 + (r1 / xl1) {( xml / xl2 ) Fd2 + (xml / xl1 -1)Fd1}]  …. (6.15)       
dFq2 /dt = ωb [ - (ω - ω2 /ωb) F d2 + (r2 / xl2) {( xml / xl1 ) Fq2 + (xml / xl2 -1)Fq1}] …. (6.16)  
dFd2 /dt = ωb [  (ω – ω2 /ωb) F q2 + (r2 / xl2) {( xml / xl1 ) Fd2 + (xml / xl2 -1)Fd1}]  …. (6.17)  
 dω2/dt  =  ( P/2J)   (Te - TL ) ………………………………………………….…. (6.18) 
6.2 Simulink Implementation 
 The inputs of the squirrel cage induction motor are three phase voltages, their 
fundamental frequency and the load torque. The output on the other hand, are three phase 
currents, the electrical torque and the rotor speed.  
 The d–q model requires that all the three phase variables have to be transformed 
to the two phase synchronously rotating frame. Consequently, the machine model will 
have blocks transforming the three phase voltages to the d–q frame and the d–q currents 
back to the three phase, and this is going to be omitted since we are interested in the rotor 
output speed only. 
 
 
 6.2.1 Description Of Induction Machine Simulink Blocks. 
 The induction machine model implemented here consists of 3 major blocks as 
shown in figure 6.1, unit vector block, abc–syn conversion block and the induction 
machine block. 
 The input to the unit vector block is the angle theta, which is calculated directly 
by integrating the angular frequency of the input three phase voltages we, and by taking 
the sine and cosine of the angle theta unit vectors can be obtained.  
 To convert three phase voltages to voltages in the two phase synchronously 
rotating frame, they are first converted to two phase stationary frame as in equation 6.19 
and then to rotating frame as in 6.20 and 6.21 below. The block details is shown in figure 
6.2. 
     
vsq1  1 0 0 va 
  =      vb 
vsd1  0 (-1/√3) 1/√3 vc 
           
                                                                                            …. (6.19)          
vq1 =- vsq1 sin (Θ) -  vsd1  cos (Θ)………………………………. (6.20)          
vd1 = vsq1 cos (Θ) -  vsd1  sin (Θ)…………………………….…. (6.21)          
 where the superscript ‘’s’’ refers to stationary frame. 
         It must be pointed that equation 6.20 and 6.21 were reversed in reference [4] 
because of the printed error.                                                                             
 Figure 6.1 
The complete induction machine simulink model 
 
Figure 6.2 
 Details of  abc–syn conversion block 
 
 
 
6.2.2 Induction Machine d–q Model Block  
 
 This block is detailed in figure 6.3, where each equation from induction 
machine model is implemented in different block, starting from the flux linkages state 
equations from which all other variables can be calculated. This is illustrated in figure 
6.4. The complete system is designed in a way to have access to each point.     
 
 
 
 
   Figure 6.3  
Details of induction machine d–q model block 
 
 
Figure 6.4 
 
Implementation of equation 6.14 in simulink  
 
6.3 Initialization   
 To simulate the machine in simulink, all the machine parameters have to 
be identified so, an initialization file is formed. This has to be executed in Matlab prompt 
to perform the simulation. As an example we take the parameters of our 30 hp machine 
which used in the previous study as an input data this file is presented below. 
 
Initialization file 
f= 10; 
r1=.126; 
r2=.118; 
x1=.4; 
x2=.424; 
xm=18.3; 
xm1=1/((1/xm)+(1/x1)+(1/x2)); 
P=6; 
wb=2*pi*50; 
w=2*pi*f; 
v=(325/50)*f; 
s=.01; 
j=65/23.736739; 
M=xm/wb; 
L1=M+x1/wb; 
L2=M+x2/wb; 
z1=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
z2=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*s*r2; 
z3=s*w*M*(r1*r2-s*w^2*(L1*L2-M^2)); 
z4=-s*w*M*(s*w*L2*r1+w*L1*r2); 
f1=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*r2*s; 
f2=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
f3=(-1)*(w*L1)*(s*w*L2)*(s*w*M)+r1*r2*s*w*M+s^2*(w*M)^3; 
B=r1*f1+w*L1*f2+w*M*f3; 
k=L1*L2-M^2; 
id1=-v*z1/B; 
iq1=-v*z2/B; 
id2=-v*z3/B; 
iq2=-v*z4/B; 
Fd1=wb*(L1*id1+M*id2); 
Fq1=wb*(L1*iq1+M*iq2); 
Fd2=wb*(L2*id2+M*id1); 
Fq2=wb*(L2*iq2+M*iq1); 
TL=20, 
t=(0:.0015:10)'; 
u=[(TL*cos(0*t)),(w*cos(0*t)),(v*sin(w*t)),(v*sin(w*t-         
2*pi/3)),(v*sin(w*t+2*pi/3))]; 
sim('hum',[0 10]), 
simplot(yout), 
6.4 Output Results Obtained From Simulink  
 On running the above presented initialization file, we can obtain the result 
shown in figure 6.5 and 6.6 when neglecting the and considering the inverter output 
resistance respectively.  
6.5 Comments On The Results  
 The results obtained in figure 6.5 ( a )shows damped rotor speed 
oscillation when the inverter out put resistance is neglected for small change in the load 
torque, while in figure 6.5 ( b ) , the oscillation is undamped as the output resistance of 
the inverter is considered.        
 
 Figure 6.5 ( a ) 
   
Figure 6.5 ( b ) 
  Simulink results showing speed oscillation of the 30 hp machine 
a ) inverter output resistance is neglected  
b ) inverter output resistance is considered 
Chapter Seven 
 
          Conclusions 
 
  
 This project has dealt with a comparative study of the different approaches used 
in investigating the steady-state stability of the variable frequency induction motor drive. 
The aim was to develop user friendly Matlab programs that will enable quick and definite 
conclusions regarding the stability boundaries in particular where the influence of the 
system parameters is concerned. In addition, an attempt as to develop a Matlab Simulink 
model that will assist at arriving at these conclusions has been conducted. 
 To this end, the Matlab programs developed gave excellent results with those 
obtained experimentally and theoretically by Fallside and Worttly so that the need for a 
software source developed at that end is removed. This constitute the major contribution 
of the of this work. The results obtained from Simulink simulation and those conducted 
for input filter parameters need future investigation                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A 
Development of equation 2.20 
  To obtain equation 2.20 let’s start from   
Vd1 = kd {Va cos (Θ1 ) +Vb cos(Θ1 - 120) +Vc cos (Θ1 +120)}   ……... ( A.1 )   
where Va, Vb and Vc are given by the equations below and they are obtained by 
substituting the values of the flux linkages from 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 into 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 
respectively.  
 Va= r1ia +  p{L1ia+LaA(iAcos (Θ2 )+iBcos (Θ2+120 )+iCcos (Θ2 -120))}   ……... ( A.2 )   
 Vb= r1ib +  p{L1ib+LaA(iAcos (Θ2-120 )+iBcos (Θ2 )+iCcos (Θ2+120))}    ……... ( A.3 ) 
 Vc= r1ic +  p{L1ic+LaA(iAcos (Θ2+120 )+iBcos (Θ2-120 )+iCcos (Θ2))}    ……... ( A.4 ) 
To get an expression for Vd1 in terms of the corresponding reference frame values we need 
to substitute equation A.2, A.3 and A.4 into equation A.1 and for simplicity we take the 
terms of common factors and treat them individually.    
 Terms of r1 as a common factor 
  kd r1{ia cos (Θ1 ) +ib cos(Θ1 - 120) +ic cos (Θ1 +120)} = id1 r1  
   Terms of (pL1) as a common factor 
            kd{ (pL1ia) cos (Θ1 ) + (pL1ib) cos(Θ1 -120) + (pL1ic)cos (Θ1 +120)} =                      
kd  ({ p(L1ia  cos (Θ1 ) )  + p(L1ib cos(Θ1 - 120) ) +  p(L1ic cos (Θ1 +120) )}+                          
 {L1ia  sin (Θ1 ) + L1ib sin(Θ1 - 120) + +  L1ic sin (Θ1 +120)} (pΘ1) ) = L1 (pid1) - 
L1iq1(pΘ1) 
Terms of (p LaA iA ) as a common factor                                                                          
kd{ (pLaAiAcos (Θ2 ) ) cos(Θ1) + (pLaAiAcos(Θ2-120 ))cos(Θ1 - 120) + (pLaAiAcos(Θ2+120 )) 
cos (Θ1 +120)} =  
kd({ p(LaAiA cos(Θ2) cos(Θ1)) + p(LaAiA cos(Θ2 - 120 )cos(Θ1-120)) + p(LaAiA                           
cos (Θ2+120)cos (Θ1 +120)) }+ { LaAiAcos (Θ2 ) sin(Θ1) + LaAiAcos(Θ2-120 ) sin(Θ1 - 120) + 
LaAiAcos(Θ2+120 ) sin(Θ1 +120)} (pΘ1) ) =  
  kd (1/2){ pLaAiA (c(os(Θ1+Θ2)+cos(Θr)) + pLaAiA (cos(Θ1+Θ2-240)+cos(Θr))  + pLaAiA  
(cos(Θ1+Θ2+240)+cos(Θr))}+ (1/2){ LaAiA (sin(Θ1+Θ2)+sin(Θr))+ LaAiA(sin(Θ1+Θ2-
240)+sin(Θr)) + LaAiA(sin(Θ1+Θ2+240)+sin(Θr))} (pΘ1) ) =  kd ((3/2){ pLaAiA cos(Θr) + 
LaAiA sin(Θr)(pΘ1)}) 
Similarly we can obtain expression for the remaining two terms as shown below     
Terms of (p LaA iB) as a common factor     
      kd ((3/2){ pLaAiB cos(Θr-120) + LaAiB sin(Θr-120)(pΘ1)}) 
Terms of (p LaA iC) as a common factor     
      kd ((3/2){ pLaAiC cos(Θr+120) + LaAiC sin(Θr+120)(pΘ1)}) 
by adding  all of these terms we obtain  
Vd1 = id1 r1+ L1 (pid1) - L1iq1(pΘ1) + M(pid2) - Miq2(pΘ1) 
Similarly  
Vq1 = iq1 r1+ L1 (piq1) + L1id1(pΘ1) + M(piq2) + Mid2(pΘ1)   
Vd2 = id2 r2+ L2 (pid2) - L2iq2(pΘr) + M(pid1) - Miq1(pΘr) 
Vq2 = iq2 r2+ L2 (piq2) + L2id2(pΘr) + M(piq1) + Mid1(pΘ1) 
Appendix B 
 Computation OF The Coefficient Of equation 3.2   
  The coefficient of equation 3.2 is computed using the symbolic math toolbox 
associated with Matlab, and in order to make the matrix in equation 3.1 in a form that 
Matlab can handle, λ is replaced by HH and the subscript is changed to normal format      
(A-λI)    = 
[  (-a1-HH),        a2,        a3,        a4,                  (a9*vq)] 
[     (-a2),  (-a1-HH),     (-a4),        a3,             (-a10*vq)] 
[        a5,     (-a6),  (-a7-HH),     (-a8),             (-a11*vq)] 
[        a6,        a5,        a8,    (-a7-HH),              (a12*vq)] 
[ (-a13*vq),  (a14*vq),  (a15*vq), (-a16*vq),     (-HH) ]      ……….. (A.1) 
det (A-λI) =  
-a1^2*HH*a7^2-a1^2*a8^2*HH-2*a1*HH^2*a7^2-a5^2*a4^2*HH-a2^2*a8^2*HH-
2*a2^2*a7*HH^2-4*a1*a7*HH^3-a6^2*a4^2*HH-
a6^2*a3^2*HH+a1*a14*vq^2*a4*a11*HH-a5^2*a3^2*HH+a6*a1*a3*a11*vq^2*a16-
a2*a6*a8*a9*vq^2*a16-2*a1*a8^2*HH^2-HH^3*a12*vq^2*a16-
a15*vq^2*a11*HH^3+2*a6*a4*HH^2*a7-
2*a6*a8*a3*HH^2+2*a5*a4*a8*HH^2+2*a5*a7*a3*HH^2-
a14*vq^2*a10*HH^3+2*a1*a6*a4*HH^2+2*a1*a5*a3*HH^2+2*a2*a6*a3*HH^2-
2*a2*a5*a4*HH^2-a13*vq^2*a9*HH^3-
2*a1^2*a7*HH^2+2*a6*a4*HH^3+2*a5*a3*HH^3-HH^5-2*a1*HH^4-a1^2*HH^3-
a2^2*HH*a7^2-a1^2*a7*a12*vq^2*a16-
a1^2*HH*a12*vq^2*a16+a1^2*a8*a11*vq^2*a16-a1^2*a15*vq^2*a8*a12-
a1^2*a15*vq^2*a11*a7-a1^2*a15*vq^2*a11*HH-HH^3*a7^2-2*a7*HH^4-
a8^2*HH^3-a2^2*HH^3-HH^2*a7*a12*vq^2*a16+HH^2*a8*a11*vq^2*a16-
HH^2*a15*vq^2*a8*a12-
HH^2*a15*vq^2*a11*a7+a6*a15*vq^2*a10*HH^2+a5*HH^2*a10*vq^2*a16+a14*vq^
2*a4*a11*HH^2-2*a14*vq^2*a7*a10*HH^2+a14*vq^2*HH^2*a3*a12-
2*a1*HH^2*a12*vq^2*a16-2*a1*a15*vq^2*a11*HH^2+2*a1*a6*a4*HH*a7-
2*a1*a6*a8*a3*HH+2*a1*a5*a4*a8*HH+2*a1*a5*a7*a3*HH-
a1*a14*vq^2*a10*a7^2-a1*a14*vq^2*a10*HH^2-a1*a14*vq^2*a10*a8^2-
2*a1*HH*a7*a12*vq^2*a16+2*a1*HH*a8*a11*vq^2*a16-
2*a1*HH*a15*vq^2*a8*a12-2*a1*HH*a15*vq^2*a11*a7+a1*a6*a4*a12*vq^2*a16-
a1*a6*a8*a10*vq^2*a16-
a1*a6*a15*vq^2*a3*a12+a1*a6*a15*vq^2*a10*a7+a1*a6*a15*vq^2*a10*HH-
a1*a5*a4*a11*vq^2*a16+a1*a5*a7*a10*vq^2*a16+a1*a5*HH*a10*vq^2*a16+a1*a5*
a15*vq^2*a3*a11+a1*a5*a15*vq^2*a10*a8+a1*a14*vq^2*a4*a8*a12+a1*a14*vq^2*a
4*a11*a7+a1*a14*vq^2*a7*a3*a12-
2*a1*a14*vq^2*a7*a10*HH+a1*a14*vq^2*HH*a3*a12-a1*a14*vq^2*a8*a3*a11-
HH*a14*vq^2*a10*a7^2-HH*a14*vq^2*a10*a8^2+HH*a6*a4*a12*vq^2*a16-
HH*a6*a8*a10*vq^2*a16-HH*a6*a15*vq^2*a3*a12+HH*a6*a15*vq^2*a10*a7-
HH*a5*a4*a11*vq^2*a16+HH*a5*a7*a10*vq^2*a16+HH*a5*a15*vq^2*a3*a11+HH*
a5*a15*vq^2*a10*a8+HH*a14*vq^2*a4*a8*a12+HH*a14*vq^2*a4*a11*a7+HH*a14*
vq^2*a7*a3*a12-HH*a14*vq^2*a8*a3*a11-a2^2*a7*a12*vq^2*a16-
a2^2*HH*a12*vq^2*a16+a2^2*a8*a11*vq^2*a16-a2^2*a15*vq^2*a8*a12-
a2^2*a15*vq^2*a11*a7-
a2^2*a15*vq^2*a11*HH+2*a2*a6*a7*a3*HH+2*a2*a6*a4*a8*HH+2*a2*a5*a8*a3*H
H-2*a2*a5*a4*HH*a7-a2*a14*vq^2*a9*a7^2-a2*a14*vq^2*a9*HH^2-
a2*a14*vq^2*a9*a8^2+a2*a6*a3*a12*vq^2*a16+a2*a6*a15*vq^2*a4*a12+a2*a6*a15
*vq^2*a9*a7+a2*a6*a15*vq^2*a9*HH-
a2*a5*a3*a11*vq^2*a16+a2*a5*a7*a9*vq^2*a16+a2*a5*HH*a9*vq^2*a16-
a2*a5*a15*vq^2*a4*a11+a2*a5*a15*vq^2*a9*a8+a2*a14*vq^2*a3*a8*a12+a2*a14*v
q^2*a3*a11*a7+a2*a14*vq^2*a3*a11*HH-a2*a14*vq^2*a7*a4*a12-
2*a2*a14*vq^2*a7*a9*HH-a2*a14*vq^2*HH*a4*a12+a2*a14*vq^2*a8*a4*a11-
a5^2*a3*a10*vq^2*a16+a5^2*a4*a9*vq^2*a16-a5^2*a15*vq^2*a4*a10-
a5^2*a15*vq^2*a9*a3+a5*a15*vq^2*a9*HH^2-a5*a14*vq^2*a3^2*a12-
a5*a14*vq^2*a4^2*a12-
a5*a2*a4*a12*vq^2*a16+a5*a2*a8*a10*vq^2*a16+a5*a2*a15*vq^2*a3*a12-
a5*a2*a15*vq^2*a10*a7-a5*a2*a15*vq^2*a10*HH+a5*a1*a3*a12*vq^2*a16-
a5*a1*a8*a9*vq^2*a16+a5*a1*a15*vq^2*a4*a12+a5*a1*a15*vq^2*a9*a7+a5*a1*a15
*vq^2*a9*HH+a5*HH*a3*a12*vq^2*a16-
a5*HH*a8*a9*vq^2*a16+a5*HH*a15*vq^2*a4*a12+a5*HH*a15*vq^2*a9*a7+a5*a14
*vq^2*a3*a10*a7+a5*a14*vq^2*a3*a10*HH-a5*a14*vq^2*a4*a9*a7-
a5*a14*vq^2*a4*a9*HH+a5*a14*vq^2*a8*a4*a10+a5*a14*vq^2*a8*a9*a3-
a6^2*a3*a10*vq^2*a16+a6^2*a4*a9*vq^2*a16-a6^2*a15*vq^2*a4*a10-
a6^2*a15*vq^2*a9*a3-a6*HH^2*a9*vq^2*a16-a6*a14*vq^2*a3^2*a11-
a6*a14*vq^2*a4^2*a11-
a6*a2*a4*a11*vq^2*a16+a6*a2*a7*a10*vq^2*a16+a6*a2*HH*a10*vq^2*a16+a6*a2*
a15*vq^2*a3*a11+a6*a2*a15*vq^2*a10*a8-a6*a1*a7*a9*vq^2*a16-
a6*a1*HH*a9*vq^2*a16+a6*a1*a15*vq^2*a4*a11-
a6*a1*a15*vq^2*a9*a8+a6*HH*a3*a11*vq^2*a16-
a6*HH*a7*a9*vq^2*a16+a6*HH*a15*vq^2*a4*a11-a6*HH*a15*vq^2*a9*a8-
a6*a14*vq^2*a3*a10*a8+a6*a14*vq^2*a4*a9*a8+a6*a14*vq^2*a7*a4*a10+a6*a14*v
q^2*a7*a9*a3+a6*a14*vq^2*HH*a4*a10+a6*a14*vq^2*HH*a9*a3-
a13*vq^2*a6*a3*a10*HH-
a13*vq^2*a1*HH*a4*a12+a13*vq^2*a2*a10*a7^2+a13*vq^2*a2*a10*HH^2+a13*vq^
2*a2*a10*a8^2+a13*vq^2*a3*a11*HH^2-2*a13*vq^2*a7*a9*HH^2-
a13*vq^2*HH^2*a4*a12-a13*vq^2*a1*a9*a7^2-a13*vq^2*a1*a9*HH^2-
a13*vq^2*a1*a9*a8^2-a13*vq^2*HH*a9*a7^2-
a13*vq^2*HH*a9*a8^2+a13*vq^2*a6*a3^2*a12+a13*vq^2*a6*a4^2*a12-
a13*vq^2*a5*a3^2*a11-a13*vq^2*a5*a4^2*a11-a13*vq^2*a2*a4*a8*a12-
a13*vq^2*a2*a4*a11*a7-a13*vq^2*a2*a4*a11*HH-
a13*vq^2*a2*a7*a3*a12+2*a13*vq^2*a2*a7*a10*HH-
a13*vq^2*a2*HH*a3*a12+a13*vq^2*a2*a8*a3*a11+a13*vq^2*a1*a3*a8*a12+a13*vq
^2*a1*a3*a11*a7+a13*vq^2*a1*a3*a11*HH-a13*vq^2*a1*a7*a4*a12-
2*a13*vq^2*a1*a7*a9*HH+a13*vq^2*a1*a8*a4*a11+a13*vq^2*HH*a3*a8*a12+a13*
vq^2*HH*a3*a11*a7-a13*vq^2*HH*a7*a4*a12+a13*vq^2*HH*a8*a4*a11-
a13*vq^2*a6*a3*a10*a7+a13*vq^2*a6*a4*a9*a7+a13*vq^2*a6*a4*a9*HH-
a13*vq^2*a6*a8*a4*a10-a13*vq^2*a6*a8*a9*a3-
a13*vq^2*a5*a3*a10*a8+a13*vq^2*a5*a4*a9*a8+a13*vq^2*a5*a7*a4*a10+a13*vq^2
*a5*a7*a9*a3+a13*vq^2*a5*HH*a4*a10+a13*vq^2*a5*HH*a9*a3 = 0 …….(A.2) 
Hence the coefficients of equation 2.26 can be deduced from Equation ( A.2) by doing 
suitable arrangements  
p1=2*(a1+a7) 
p2=a1^2+a2^2+a7^2+a8^2+4*a1*a7-2*a3*a5-2*a4*a6 
p3=a9*a13+a10*a14+a11*a15+a12*a16 
p4=2*a1*(a7^2+a8^2)+2*a7*(a1^2+a2^2)-2*a3*(a5*a7-a6*a8)-2*a4*(a6*a7+a5*a8)-              
2*a5*(a1*a3-a2*a4)-2*a6*(a1*a4+a2*a3) 
p5=(2*a1+a7)*(a12*a16+a11*a15)+a8*(a12*a15-a11*a16)-a4*(a11*a14-a12*a13)-
a3*(a11*a13+a12*a14)+a14*(a1*a10+a2*a9)+a13*(a1*a9-
a2*a10)+a9*(a6*a16+2*a7*a13-a5*a15)-a10*(a6*a15+a5*a16-2*a7*a14); 
p6=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a7^2+a8^2)+(a3^2+a4^2)*(a5^2+a6^2)+2*(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a5*a7-
a6*a8)-2*(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a5*a8+a6*a7); 
p7=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a11*a15+a12*a16)+2*a1*a8*(a12*a15-a11*a16)- 
(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a11*a14-a12*a13)-a4*a11*(a7*a14-a5*a16+a6*a15+a8*a13)-
a4*a12*(a6*a16+a8*a14+a5*a15-a7*a13)+(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a12*a14+a11*a13)+ 
(-a3)*a11*(a5*a15-a8*a14+a6*a16+a7*a13)-a3*a12*(a7*a14-
a6*a15+a8*a13+a5*a16)+(a4*a9-a3*a10)*(a5*a14-a6*a13)-
(a4*a10+a3*a9)*(a6*a14+a5*a13)-(a1*a10+a2*a9)*(a6*a15+a5*a16-2*a7*a14)+ 
a6*a10*(a8*a16-a7*a15)+a7*a10*(a7*a14-a5*a16)+a8*a10*(a8*a14-a5*a15)+(a1*a9-
a2*a10)*(a6*a16+2*a7*a13-a5*a15)+a9*a6*(a7*a16+a8*a15)+a9*a7*(a7*a13-
a5*a15)+a8*a9*(a5*a16+a8*a13)+2*a1*a7*(a11*a15+a12*a16); 
p8=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a7*(a12*a16+a11*a15)+a8*(a12*a15-
a11*a16))+(a3^2+a4^2)*(a11*(a6*a14+a5*a13)+a12*(a5*a14-a6*a13))- 
(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a11*(a7*a14-a5*a16+a6*a15+a8*a13)+a12*(a6*a16+a8*a14+a5*a15-
a7*a13))+(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a11*(a5*a15-a8*a14+a6*a16+a7*a13)+a12*(a7*a14-
a6*a15+a5*a16+a8*a13))+(a3*a10-
a4*a9)*(a5*(a8*a13+a5*a16)+a6*(a6*a16+a8*a14)+a7*(a6*a13-a5*a14))+ 
(a4*a10+a3*a9)*(a5*(a5*a15-a8*a14)+a6*(a6*a15+a8*a13)-
a7*(a6*a14+a5*a13))+(a1*a10+a2*a9)*(a6*(a8*a16-a7*a15)+a7*(a7*a14-
a5*a16)+a8*(a8*a14-a5*a15))+(a1*a9-a2*a10)*(a6*(a7*a16+a8*a15)+a7*(a7*a13-
a5*a15)+a8*(a5*a16+a8*a13));  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix C 
Computation OF The Element of matrix D 
By substituting equation 3.8 into equation 2.20 we can obtain  
  
   
vd1  r1+L1d/dt 
-L1 (w – k 
d(iq1)/dt) Md/dt 
-M(w – k 
d(iq1)/dt) id1 
          
vq1  
L1(w – k 
d(iq1)/dt) r1+L1d/dt 
M(w – k 
d(iq1)/dt) Md/dt iq1 
          
0 = Md/dt 
M(dθ2/dt-(w – k 
d(iq1)/dt)) r2+L2d/dt 
L2(dθ2/dt-(w – k 
d(iq1)/dt)) id2 
          
0  
M(dθ2/dt-(w – 
k d(iq1)/dt)) Md/dt 
L2(dθ2/dt-(w – 
k d(iq1)/dt)) r2+L2d/dt iq2 
          
                                                                                                                             ……..(B.1)   
we can obtain  d(iq1)/dt) by solving  simultaneously the second and the fourth equation from the 
above matrix equation    
   d(iq1)/dt)  = X /( 1-kid1)/ k1                         …….(B.2) 
where     
   k1=L1L2-M^2   
   X=L2*vq-(w*L1*L2+M^2*s*w)*id1-r1*L2*iq1-M*L2*(1-s)*w*id2+r2*M*iq2;  
Equation B.2 is simplified since (k*id1) << 1 to 
                             d(iq1)/dt)  = X ( 1+k*id1)/ K1                         …….(B.3) 
By substituting the value of d(iq1)/dt)  of equation B.3 in equation B.1 we can  solve for 
d(id1)/dt) , d(id2)/dt)  and d(iq2)/dt) and find the linearized perturbation equation  2.32 
Hence the element of D are found to be  
b1=(-1/k1)*(r1*L2-k*iq1*(w*(1+k*id1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X)); 
b2=(-1/k1)*(w*(1+k*id1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X); 
b3=(1/k1)*(r1*M+k*iq2*(w*(1+k*id1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X)); 
b4=(1/(M*k1))*((1+k*id1)*(y*w*(L1*L2-s*M^2)+X*L1*k)-k*X*y-L1*w*k1); 
b5=(-1)*M*iq2*p^2/J; 
b6=(1/k1)*((-1)*k*(1+k*id1)*(X-r1*L2*iq1)+w*(L1*L2-s*M^2)); 
b7=(-1/k1)*(r1*L2*(1+k*id1)); 
b8=(-1/k1)*(M*L1*w*(1-s)-k*iq2*r1*L2*(1+k*id1)); 
b9=(1/(M*k1))*(y*r1*L2*(1+k*id1)-r1*k1); 
b10=M*id2*p^2/J; 
b11=(M/k1)*(r2+L2*w*k*iq1*(1+k*id1)*(1-s)); 
b12=(-M/k1)*(L2*w*(1-s)*(1+k*id1)); 
b13=(-1/k1)*(r2*L1-M*L2*k*iq2*w*(1-s)*(1+k*id1)); 
b14=(1/k1)*(1+k*id1)*(w*L2*y*(1-s)+X*k)-w; 
b15=M*iq1*p^2/J; 
b16=(M/k1)*(L2*w*(1-s)-r2*k*iq1*(1+k*id1)); 
b17=(r2*M/k1)*(1+k*id1); 
b18=w+(1/k1)*((-L1)*L2*w*(1-s)-k*(1+k*id1)*(X+r2*M*iq2)); 
b19=(-y*r2/k1)*(1+k*id1); 
b20=(-1)*M*id1*p^2/J; 
b21=(M*L2/k1)*(iq2+(M/L2)*iq1+k*iq1*(1+k*id1)*(id2+(M/L2)*id1)); 
b22=(-M*L2/k1)*((1+k*id1)*(id2+M/L2*id1)); 
b23=(-1/k1)*(L1*L2*(iq2+M/L2*iq1)-M*L2*k*iq2*(1+k*id1)*(id2+M/L2*id1)); 
b24=(y*L2/k1)*(1+k*id1)*(id2+M/L2*id1); 
b25=0; 
where  
y=L1-L1*k*id1-M*k*id2; 
 
Appendix D 
 
Parameters Of The Machines Used In The Study 
a) 30 hp machine parameters at 50 Hz supply frequency 
r1=.626 
      r2=.118 
      x1=.4  
      x2=.424 the no of pole pairs =3                                     
     Xm=18.3    
     The no of pole  = 6                                     
     Moment of inertia in lbft = 65  lbft2 
b)  7.5 hp machine parameters in p.u ( used in the stability study when using the 
approach of section 2.6)  
r1=.025; 
x1=2.075; 
r2=.02; 
x2=2.075; 
xm=2; 
H=.2 
The based impedance is 9.45 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix E 
Presentation of Matlab Programs Used in the stability studies 
 
E.1 Description of RLRH Prgram 
 
%intering the data 
fb=input('rated frequency = '); 
f =input('selected frequency = '); 
r1=input('r1='); 
r2=input('r2='); 
x1=input('x1='); 
x2=input('x2='); 
Xm=input('Xm='); 
P=input('the no of pole pairs ='); 
s=input('s='); 
Jo=input('moment of inertia in lbft ='); 
%calculation  
wb=2*pi*fb; 
w=2*pi*f; 
L1=(x1+Xm)/wb; 
L2=(x2+Xm)/wb; 
M=Xm/wb; 
J=Jo/23.736739; 
% calculation of each element of Z1 ofequation 2.24  
z1=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
z2=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*s*r2; 
z3=s*w*M*(r1*r2-s*w^2*(L1*L2-M^2)); 
z4=-s*w*M*(s*w*L2*r1+w*L1*r2); 
% Calculation of B the determinant of Z (the impedance matrix) 
f1=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*r2*s; 
f2=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
f3=(-1)*(w*L1)*(s*w*L2)*(s*w*M)+r1*r2*s*w*M+s^2*(w*M)^3; 
B=r1*f1+w*L1*f2+w*M*f3; 
% calculation of steady state current 
ia1=z1/B; 
ib1=z2/B; 
ia2=z3/B; 
ib2=z4/B; 
%calcualtion of matrix A paremeters 
k=L1*L2-M^2; 
a1=r1*L2/k; 
a2=(w/k)*(L1*L2-s*M^2); 
a3=r2*M/k; 
a4=(w*M*L2/k)*(1-s); 
a5=r1*M/k; 
a6=(w*M*L1/k)*(1-s); 
a7=r2*L1/k; 
a8=(w/k)*(M^2-s*L1*L2); 
a9=(ib2+M*ib1/L2)*L2*M/k; 
a10=(ia2+M*ia1/L2)*L2*M/k; 
a11=(ib2+M*ib1/L2)*L2*L1/k; 
a12=(ia2+M*ia1/L2)*L2*L1/k; 
a13=M*ib2*P^2/J; 
a14=M*ia2*P^2/J; 
a15=M*ib1*P^2/J; 
a16=M*ia1*P^2/J; 
% calculation of the characteristic equation pararmeters 
p1=2*(a1+a7); 
p2=a1^2+a2^2+a7^2+a8^2+4*a1*a7-2*a3*a5-2*a4*a6; 
p3=a9*a13+a10*a14+a11*a15+a12*a16; 
p4=2*a1*(a7^2+a8^2)+2*a7*(a1^2+a2^2)-2*a3*(a5*a7-a6*a8)-2*a4*(a6*a7+a5*a8)-
2*a5*(a1*a3-a2*a4)-2*a6*(a1*a4+a2*a3); 
p5=(2*a1+a7)*(a12*a16+a11*a15)+a8*(a12*a15-a11*a16)-a4*(a11*a14-a12*a13)-
a3*(a11*a13+a12*a14)+a14*(a1*a10+a2*a9)+a13*(a1*a9-
a2*a10)+a9*(a6*a16+2*a7*a13-a5*a15)-a10*(a6*a15+a5*a16-2*a7*a14); 
p6=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a7^2+a8^2)+(a3^2+a4^2)*(a5^2+a6^2)+2*(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a5*a7-
a6*a8)-2*(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a5*a8+a6*a7); 
p=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a11*a15+a12*a16)+2*a1*a8*(a12*a15-a11*a16)-
(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a11*a14-a12*a13)-a4*a11*(a7*a14-a5*a16+a6*a15+a8*a13)-
a4*a12*(a6*a16+a8*a14+a5*a15-a7*a13)+(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a12*a14+a11*a13); 
p9=(-a3)*a11*(a5*a15-a8*a14+a6*a16+a7*a13)-a3*a12*(a7*a14-
a6*a15+a8*a13+a5*a16)+(a4*a9-a3*a10)*(a5*a14-a6*a13)-
(a4*a10+a3*a9)*(a6*a14+a5*a13)-(a1*a10+a2*a9)*(a6*a15+a5*a16-2*a7*a14); 
p10=a6*a10*(a8*a16-a7*a15)+a7*a10*(a7*a14-a5*a16)+a8*a10*(a8*a14-
a5*a15)+(a1*a9-a2*a10)*(a6*a16+2*a7*a13-
a5*a15)+a9*a6*(a7*a16+a8*a15)+a9*a7*(a7*a13-a5*a15)+a8*a9*(a5*a16+a8*a13); 
p11=2*a1*a7*(a11*a15+a12*a16); 
p12=(a1^2+a2^2)*(a7*(a12*a16+a11*a15)+a8*(a12*a15-
a11*a16))+(a3^2+a4^2)*(a11*(a6*a14+a5*a13)+a12*(a5*a14-a6*a13)); 
p13=-(a1*a4+a2*a3)*(a11*(a7*a14-
a5*a16+a6*a15+a8*a13)+a12*(a6*a16+a8*a14+a5*a15-a7*a13)); 
p14=(a2*a4-a1*a3)*(a11*(a5*a15-a8*a14+a6*a16+a7*a13)+a12*(a7*a14-
a6*a15+a5*a16+a8*a13)); 
p15=(a3*a10-a4*a9)*(a5*(a8*a13+a5*a16)+a6*(a6*a16+a8*a14)+a7*(a6*a13-
a5*a14)); 
p16=(a4*a10+a3*a9)*(a5*(a5*a15-a8*a14)+a6*(a6*a15+a8*a13)-
a7*(a6*a14+a5*a13))+(a1*a10+a2*a9)*(a6*(a8*a16-a7*a15)+a7*(a7*a14-
a5*a16)+a8*(a8*a14-a5*a15)); 
p17=(a1*a9-a2*a10)*(a6*(a7*a16+a8*a15)+a7*(a7*a13-
a5*a15)+a8*(a5*a16+a8*a13)); 
p7=p+p9+p10+p11; 
p8=p12+p13+p14+p15+p16+p17; 
%ploting of the root locus  
n=input('select the root locus 1/0'); 
if n==1  
h=tf([0 0 p3 p5 p7 p8],[1 p1 p2 p4 p6 0]); 
rlocus(h), 
else 
% Routh harwiz technique     
g1=1.5*p3; 
g2=1.5*p5; 
g3=1.5*p7; 
g4=1.5*p8; 
c1=[p1]; 
c2=[g1 0 p2]; 
c3=[g2 0 p4]; 
c4=[g3 0 p6]; 
c5=[g4 0 0]; 
c6=conv(c1,c2); 
c7=c6-c3; 
c8=conv(c3,c4); 
c9=conv(c5,c2); 
c10=c8-c9; 
c11=conv(c7,c10); 
c12=conv(c1,c4); 
c13=c12-c5; 
c14=conv(c13,c13); 
T=c11-[0 0 c14]; 
v=linspace(0,150); 
v1=polyval(T,v); 
rr=roots(T), 
plot(v,v1), 
end 
 
E . 2 Description of fb program  
 
%intering the data 
fb=input('rated frequency = '); 
V=input('the rated voltage in rms phqse voltage V = '); 
f=input('selected frequency = '); 
k=input('feed back gain k = '); 
r1=input('r1='); 
r2=input('r2='); 
x1=input('x1='); 
x2=input('x2='); 
Xm=input('Xm='); 
p=input('the no of pole pairs ='); 
s=input('s='); 
Jo=input('moment of inertia in lbft ='); 
m=input('multiple of the oprating voltage used for investigation= '); 
%calculation 
wb=2*pi*fb; 
w=2*pi*f; 
L1=(x1+Xm)/wb; 
L2=(x2+Xm)/wb; 
M=Xm/wb; 
J=Jo/23.736739; 
% calculation of each element of Z1 ofequation 2.24  
z1=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
z2=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*s*r2; 
z3=s*w*M*(r1*r2-s*w^2*(L1*L2-M^2)); 
z4=-s*w*M*(s*w*L2*r1+w*L1*r2); 
% Calculation of B the determinant of Z (the impedance matrix) 
f1=r1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)+(w*M)^2*r2*s; 
f2=w*L1*(r2^2+(s*w*L2)^2)-s^2*(w*M)^2*(w*L2); 
f3=(-1)*(w*L1)*(s*w*L2)*(s*w*M)+r1*r2*s*w*M+s^2*(w*M)^3; 
B=r1*f1+w*L1*f2+w*M*f3; 
% seting intial value 
i=0; 
% calculation of vm multible the maximum phase voltage for each frequency 
vm=(V*sqrt(2)/50)*f*m; 
%begining of the loop 
for v1=0:vm; 
   i=i+1; 
% calculation of steady state current    
vb=sqrt(1.5)*v1; 
ia1=vb*z1/B; 
ib1=vb*z2/B; 
ia2=vb*z3/B; 
ib2=vb*z4/B; 
% calculation of the parameters of matrix D of eqution 2.32  
k1=L1*L2-M^2; 
y=L1-L1*k*ia1-M*k*ia2; 
X=L2*vb-(w*L1*L2+M^2*s*w)*ia1-r1*L2*ib1-M*L2*(1-s)*w*ia2+r2*M*ib2; 
b1=(-1/k1)*(r1*L2-k*ib1*(w*(1+k*ia1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X)); 
b2=(-1/k1)*(w*(1+k*ia1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X); 
b3=(1/k1)*(r1*M+k*ib2*(w*(1+k*ia1)*(L1*L2-s*M^2)-k*X)); 
b4=(1/(M*k1))*((1+k*ia1)*(y*w*(L1*L2-s*M^2)+X*L1*k)-k*X*y-L1*w*k1); 
b5=(-1)*M*ib2*p^2/J; 
b6=(1/k1)*((-1)*k*(1+k*ia1)*(X-r1*L2*ib1)+w*(L1*L2-s*M^2)); 
b7=(-1/k1)*(r1*L2*(1+k*ia1)); 
b8=(-1/k1)*(M*L1*w*(1-s)-k*ib2*r1*L2*(1+k*ia1)); 
b9=(1/(M*k1))*(y*r1*L2*(1+k*ia1)-r1*k1); 
b10=M*ia2*p^2/J; 
b11=(M/k1)*(r2+L2*w*k*ib1*(1+k*ia1)*(1-s)); 
b12=(-M/k1)*(L2*w*(1-s)*(1+k*ia1)); 
b13=(-1/k1)*(r2*L1-M*L2*k*ib2*w*(1-s)*(1+k*ia1)); 
b14=(1/k1)*(1+k*ia1)*(w*L2*y*(1-s)+X*k)-w; 
b15=M*ib1*p^2/J; 
b16=(M/k1)*(L2*w*(1-s)-r2*k*ib1*(1+k*ia1)); 
b17=(r2*M/k1)*(1+k*ia1); 
b18=w+(1/k1)*((-L1)*L2*w*(1-s)-k*(1+k*ia1)*(X+r2*M*ib2)); 
b19=(-y*r2/k1)*(1+k*ia1); 
b20=(-1)*M*ia1*p^2/J; 
b21=(M*L2/k1)*(ib2+(M/L2)*ib1+k*ib1*(1+k*ia1)*(ia2+(M/L2)*ia1)); 
b22=(-M*L2/k1)*((1+k*ia1)*(ia2+M/L2*ia1)); 
b23=(-1/k1)*(L1*L2*(ib2+M/L2*ib1)-M*L2*k*ib2*(1+k*ia1)*(ia2+M/L2*ia1)); 
b24=(y*L2/k1)*(1+k*ia1)*(ia2+M/L2*ia1); 
b25=0; 
B1=[b1,b6,b11,b16,b21;b2,b7,b12,b17,b22;b3,b8,b13,b18,b23;b4,b9,b14,b19,b24;b5,b10
,b15,b20,b25]; 
%calculation of eigen values 
d1=eig(B1); 
%arranging the eigen values of positive imaginery part in one array 
for j=1:5 
C1(j)=sign(imag(d1(j))); 
end 
ii=0; 
for j=1:5 
if (C1(j)==+1) 
    ii=ii+1; 
   xx(ii)=d1(j);  
else    
  continue 
end 
end 
%deducting of the dominant root   
if abs(real(xx(1)))-abs(real(xx(2)))>=0 
xx1(i)=real(xx(2)); 
yy1(i)=imag(xx(2))/w; 
else  
xx1(i)=real(xx(1)); 
yy1(i)=imag(xx(1))/w; 
end 
end 
%end of the loop 
plot(xx1,yy1), 
 
 
 
E . 3 Description of gp program  
 
 
wb=input (' wb = 2 pi f in actual value'); 
H=input(' H in per unit '); 
rs=input (' rs in per unit '); 
xs=input (' xs in per unit '); 
xlf=input (' xlf in per unit '); 
xcf=input (' xcf in per unit '); 
Rlf=input (' Rlf in per unit '); 
xc=input (' xc in per unit '); 
rr=input (' rr in per unit '); 
xr=input (' xr in per unit '); 
xm=input (' xm in per unit '); 
s=sym('s'); 
z=Rlf+(3/pi)*xc; 
z1=(s/wb)^2*xlf+(s/wb)*z+xcf; 
xf=vpa((6/pi^2)*xcf*xlf/z1); 
rf=vpa((6/pi^2)*xcf*z/z1); 
xls=xs-xm; 
xlr=xr-xm; 
C2=xls*xlr-xm^2; 
for i=1:100 
for j=1:1000 
xx1(i,j)=0; 
end 
F12(i)=0; 
end 
T3(1)=0; 
T4(1)=0; 
F3(1)=0; 
F4(1)=0; 
n=0; 
nn1=0; 
for kk=1:10   
 n=n+1, 
 Tm=0; 
for fR=.05:.01:1 
 i=0; 
 for so=0:.001:1 
  m=Tm;    
z2=fR*xs*(rr^2+(so*fR*xr)^2)-so^2*(fR*xm)^2*(fR*xr); 
z3=rs*(rr^2+(so*fR*xr)^2)+(fR*xm)^2*so*rr; 
z4=so*fR*xm*(rs*rr-so*fR^2*(xs*xr-xm^2)); 
z5=-so*fR*xm*(so*fR*xr*rs+fR*xs*rr); 
f1=rs*(rr^2+(so*fR*xr)^2)+(fR*xm)^2*rr*so; 
f2=fR*xs*(rr^2+(so*fR*xr)^2)-so^2*(fR*xm)^2*(fR*xr); 
f3=(-1)*(fR*xs)*(so*fR*xr)*(so*fR*xm)+rs*rr*so*fR*xm+so^2*(fR*xm)^3; 
B=rs*f1+fR*xs*f2+fR*xm*f3; 
ids=fR*z2/B; 
iqs=fR*z3/B; 
idr=fR*z4/B; 
iqr=fR*z5/B; 
Tm=xm*(iqs*idr-ids*iqr); 
if (Tm-.1*n)<= .01 
   continue 
else 
    Tm=m; 
    break 
end 
end 
x=[(s/wb)*(xs+xf),0,(s/wb)*xm,0;0,(s/wb)*xs,0,(s/wb)*xm;(s/wb)*xm,0,(s/wb)*xr,0;0,(s
/wb)*xm,0,(s/wb)*xr]; 
r=[rs+rf,fR*xs,0,fR*xm;-fR*xs,rs,-fR*xm,0;0,fR*so*xm,rr,fR*so*xr;-fR*so*xm,0,-
fR*so*xr,rr]; 
v=[0;0;(xm*ids+xr*idr);-(xm*iqs+xr*iqr)]; 
s1=[xm*idr,xm*(-iqr),xm*(-ids),xm*iqs]; 
a=x+r; 
c=inv(a); 
b=c*v; 
c1=s1*b; 
e=det(c1); 
g=simplify(e); 
FF=g/(2*H*s); 
F1=simplify(1-FF); 
%Tm=xm*(iqs*idr-ids*iqr); 
d1=solve(F1); 
d2=eval(d1); 
for j=1:7 
   C(j)=sign(d2(j)); 
end 
cc1=C(1)+C(2)+C(3)+C(4)+C(5)+C(6)+C(7); 
if cc1==-7 
  continue 
else    
i=i+1; 
xx1(n,i)=fR; 
end 
end 
for j=1000:-1:1 
if xx1(n,j)==0 
  continue 
else 
F12(n)=xx1(n,j);     
break 
end  
end 
for nn=1:1000 
 if xx1(n,nn)==0 
    continue 
else 
    nn1=nn1+1; 
F3(nn1)=xx1(n,nn); 
T3(nn1)=Tm; 
break 
end 
end 
end 
jj=0; 
for ii=1:100 
if F12(ii)==0 
  continue 
else 
   jj=jj+1; 
 F4(jj)=F12(ii);   
end 
end 
h1=size(F3,2); 
h2=size(F4,2); 
h3=h1+h2; 
for i1=1:h1 
   F(i1)=F3(i1); 
end 
for i2=h1+1:h3 
   F(i2)=F4(h3+1-i2); 
end 
for i3=1:h1 
T(i3)=T3(i3); 
end 
for i4=h1+1:h3 
   T(i4)=T3(h3+1-i4); 
end 
display(T), 
display(F), 
plot(F,T), 
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